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Abstract

We aim to improve segmentation through the use of machine learning tools during region agglomeration. We propose an
active learning approach for performing hierarchical agglomerative segmentation from superpixels. Our method combines
multiple features at all scales of the agglomerative process, works for data with an arbitrary number of dimensions, and
scales to very large datasets. We advocate the use of variation of information to measure segmentation accuracy,
particularly in 3D electron microscopy (EM) images of neural tissue, and using this metric demonstrate an improvement over
competing algorithms in EM and natural images.
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Introduction

Image segmentation, a fundamental problem in computer

vision, concerns the division of an image into meaningful

constituent regions, or segments.

In addition to having applications in computer vision and object

recognition (Figure 1), it is becoming increasingly essential for the

analysis of biological image data. Our primary motivation is to

understand the function of neuronal circuits by elucidating

neuronal connectivity [1,2]. In order to distinguish synapses and

follow small neuronal processes, resolutions of 10 nm are

necessary in 3D and provided only by electron microscopy

(EM). On the other hand, individual neurons often extend over

millimeter ranges. This disparity of scales results in huge image

volumes and makes automated segmentation an essential part of

neuronal circuit reconstruction.

Additionally, automated segmentation of EM images presents

significant challenges compared to that of natural images

(Figure 2), including identical textures within adjacent neurons,

mitochondria and vesicles within cells that look (to a classifier)

similar to the boundaries between cells, and elongated, intertwined

shapes where small errors in boundary detection result in large

errors in neuron network topology. The methods we introduce

here, however, are generally applicable and extend to images of

arbitrary dimension, which we demonstrate by segmenting both

EM data and natural image data.

A common approach in the field is to perform oversegmentation

into small segments called superpixels, and then to merge these into

larger regions [3,4]. A merging algorithm consists of a merging

criterion, or policy, that determines which merges are most likely,

and a merging strategy, that determines how to merge segments

(for example, through simulated annealing [3], probabilistic

graphical models [5], or hierarchical clustering [6]). Often, much

effort is devoted to the generation of a pixel-level boundary

probability map by training a classifier that predicts boundaries

between objects from pixel-level features [4,7–11]. Meanwhile,

oversegmentation and agglomeration are performed in a straight-

forward fashion, for example using watershed [12] to generate

superpixels, and the mean boundary probability over the contour

separating adjacent superpixels [4] as the merge criterion.

Boundary mean has been a relatively effective merge priority

function for hierarchical agglomeration because every merge

results in longer boundaries along adjacent regions. Therefore, as

the agglomeration proceeds, the mean becomes an increasingly

reliable estimate of the merge probability.

We hypothesized that agglomeration could be improved by

using more information than just the boundary mean, despite the

latter’s desirable characteristics. A priority function could draw

from many additional features, such as boundary variance and

region texture. Using training data in which pairs of superpixels

have been labeled as ‘‘merge’’ or ‘‘don’t merge’’, we could then

apply machine learning techniques to predict from those features

whether two superpixels should be merged. With that simple

approach, however, we found that the guaranteed effectiveness of

the mean could easily disappear. Similarly to the case with the

boundary mean, the region sizes progressively increase and so does

the amount of evidence for or against a merge. However, we could

encounter a combination of features for which we had no training

data.

To get around this problem, we developed an active learning

paradigm that generates training examples across every level of the

agglomeration hierarchy and thus across very different segment

scales. In active learning, the algorithm determines what example

it wants to learn from next, based on the previous training data.

For agglomerative segmentation, we ask the classifier which two

regions it believes should be merged, and compare those against
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the ground truth to obtain the next training example. By doing this

at all levels of the agglomeration hierarchy, we ensure that we have

samples from all parts of the feature space that the classifier is

likely to encounter.

Past learning methods either used a manual combination of a

small number of features [4,13], or they used more complex

feature sets but operated only on the scale of the original

superpixels [14,15]. (We discuss two notable exceptions [16,17] in

the Discussion section.) We instead learn by performing a

hierarchical agglomeration while comparing to a gold standard

segmentation. This allows us to obtain samples from region pairs

at all scales of the segmentation, corresponding to levels in the

hierarchy. Although Jain et al. independently presented a similar

approach called LASH [6], there are some differences in our

approach that yield some further improvements in segmentation

quality, as we explain later.

We describe below our method for collecting training data for

agglomerative segmentation. Throughout a training agglomera-

tion, we consult a human-generated gold standard segmentation to

determine whether each merge is correct. This allows us to learn a

merge function at the many scales of agglomeration. We show that

our learned agglomeration outperforms state of the art agglom-

eration algorithms in natural image segmentation (Figure 1).

To evaluate segmentations, we advocate the use of variation of

information (VI) as a metric and show that it can be used to

improve the interpretability of segmentation results and aid in

their analysis.

The ideas in this work are implemented in an open-source

Python library called Gala that performs agglomeration learning

and segmentation in arbitrary dimensions.

Methods

1 Active Learning of Agglomeration
The method described below is illustrated and summarized in

Figure 3.

Let I[Rn be an input image of dimension d having n pixels.

(Throughout the text, we will use ‘‘pixel’’ and ‘‘voxel’’ inter-

changeably.) We assume an initial oversegmentation S of I into

mvvn ‘‘superpixels’’, S~fS1, . . . ,Smg, defined as disjoint sets of

connected pixels that do not substantially cross true segment

boundaries. An agglomerative segmentation of the image is

defined by a grouping A~fA1, . . . ,Apg of disjoint sets of

superpixels from S. It is a testament to the power of abstraction

of agglomerative methods that we will no longer use d, or n in

what follows.

There are many methods to obtain A from I and S. We chose

the framework of hierarchical agglomeration for its inherent

scalability: each merge decision is based only on two regions. For

this method we require two definitions: a region adjacency graph

(RAG) and a merge priority function (MPF) or policy.

The RAG is defined as follows. Each node vi corresponds to a

grouping Ai of superpixels, where we initialize Ai:fSig, for

i~1, . . . ,m. An edge ei,j is placed between vi and vj if and only if a

pixel in Ai is adjacent to a pixel in Aj .

We then define the merge priority function (MPF) or policy

p : fG,V|Vg.D(R, where G is the set of RAGs and V is the

set of nodes beloging to a RAG. D, the range of the policy, is

typically ½0,1�, but could be any totally ordered set. Hierarchical

agglomeration is the process of progressively merging nodes in the

graph in the order specified by p. When two nodes are merged, the

Figure 1. Illustration of the advantages of our approach. Top left: Input image. Top right: segmentation using only a boundary map [4]. Bottom
left: using multiple cues with a single level of learning. Bottom right: using multiple cues with our agglomerative learning method.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.g001

Learning Hierarchical Clustering for Segmentation
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set of edges incident on the new node is the union of their incident

edges, and the MPF value for those edges is recomputed. (A

general policy might need to be recomputed for all edges after a

merge, but here we consider only local policies: the MPF is only

recomputed for edges for which one of the incident nodes has

changed).

The mean probability of boundary along the edge is but one

example of a merge priority function. In this work, we propose

finding an optimal p using a machine learning paradigm. To do

this, we decompose p into a feature map f : fG,V|Vg.Rq and

a classifier c : Rq.½0,1�. Then take p~c0f , and the problem of

learning p reduces to three steps: finding a good training set,

finding a good feature set, and training a classifier. In this work, we

focus on the first question. The method we describe in the

following paragraphs is summarized in Figure 3.

We first define the optimal agglomeration A� given the

superpixels S and a gold standard segmentation U by assigning

each superpixel to the ground truth segment with which it shares

the most overlap:

A�(S,U)~ A�i
� �DU D

i~1
ð1Þ

where A�i ~ Sj : i~ arg max
k~1,...,DU D

DSj\Uk D
� �DSD

j~1

: ð2Þ

From this, we can work out a label between two regions: {1 or

‘‘should merge’’ if both regions are subsets of the same gold

standard region, 1 or ‘‘don’t merge’’ if each region is a subset of a

different gold standard region, and 0 or ‘‘don’t know’’ if either

region is not a subset of any gold standard region:

Figure 2. Representative 3D EM data and sample reconstructions. Note that the data is isotropic, meaning it has the same resolution along
every axis. The goal of segmentation here is to partition the volume into individual neurons, two of which are shown in orange and blue. The volume
is densely packed by these thin neuronal processes taking long, tortuous paths.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.g002

Learning Hierarchical Clustering for Segmentation
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‘(A�,Ai,Aj)~

{1, if Ai(A�u,Aj(A�u for some u

1, if Ai(A�u,Aj(A�v for some u=v

0, otherwise

8><
>: ð3Þ

Now, given an initial policy p(0) and a feature map f , we can

obtain an initial agglomeration training set as follows: Start with

an initially empty training set T . For every edge (u,v) suggested by

p(0), compute its label ‘u,v. If it is {1, add the training example

ff (G,u,v),‘u,vg to T and merge nodes u and v. Otherwise, add the

training example but do not merge the two nodes. Repeat this

until the agglomeration induced by the RAG G matches A�, and

use T to train a classifier c. We call this loop a training epoch.

After epoch k~1, . . . ,K , we obtain a classifier c(k) that induces

a policy p(k)~c(k)0f .

There remains the issue of choosing a suitable initial policy. We

found that the mean boundary probability or even random

numbers work well, but, to obtain the fastest convergence, we

generate the training set consisting of every labeled edge in the

initial graph (with no agglomeration), T (0)~ (f (G,e),‘e)f ge[E , and

an initial policy is given by the classifier trained on this ‘‘flat

learning’’ set.

2 Cues and Features
In this section, we describe the feature maps used in our work.

We call primitive features ‘‘cues’’, from which we compute the

actual features used in the learning. We did not focus on these

maps extensively, and expect that these are not the last word with

respect to useful features for agglomerative segmentation learning.

For natural images, we use the gPb oriented boundary map [4]

and a texton map [18]. For any feature calculated from gPb, the

probability associated with an edge pixel was taken from the

oriented boundary map corresponding to the orientation of the

edge pixel. We calculated each edge pixel’s orientation by fitting

line segments to the boundary map and calculating the orientation

of each line segment. By fitting line segments we are able to

accurately calculate the orientation of each edge pixel, even near

junctions where the gradient orientation is ambiguous [4]. In

addition, we use a texton cue that includes L*a*b* color channels

as well as filter responses to the MR8 filter bank [19,20]. The

textons were discretized into 100 bins using the k-means

algorithm.

For EM data, we use four separate cues: a probability map of

cell boundaries, cytoplasm, mitochondria, and glia. Mitochondria

were labeled by hand using the active contours function in the

ITK-SNAP software package [21]. Boundaries and glia were

labeled using the manually proofread segmentation in Raveler

[21], with cytoplasm being defined as anything not falling into the

prior three categories. Our initial 500|500|500 voxel volume

was divided into 8 250|250|250 voxel subvolumes. To obtain

the pixel-level probability map for each subvolume, we trained

using the fully labeled 7 other subvolumes using Ilastik [22] and

applied the obtained classifier. Rather than using all the labels, we

used all the boundary labels (,10 M total) and smaller random

samples of the cytoplasm, mitochondria, and glia labels (,1 M

each). We found that this resulted in stronger boundaries and

much reduced computational load.

Figure 3. Schematic of our approach. First column: A 2D image has a given gold standard segmentation U , a superpixel map S (which induces
an initial region adjacency graph, G0), and a ‘‘best’’ agglomeration given that superpixel map A*. Second column: Our procedure gives training sets at

all scales. ‘‘f’’ denotes a feature map. Gi,j denotes graph agglomerated by policy p(i) after j merges. Note that j only increases when we encounter an
edge labeled {1. Third column: We learn by simultaneously agglomerating and comparing against the best agglomeration, terminating when our
agglomeration matches it. The highlighted region pair is the one that the policy, p(k) , determines should be merged next, and the color indicates the
label obtained by comparing to A*. After each training epoch, we train a new policy and undergo the same learning procedure. For clarity, in the
second and third columns, we abbreviate Ai with just the index i in the second and third arguments to the feature map. For example, f (G0,0,2,3)
indicates the feature map from graph G0,0 and edge (v2,v3), corresponding to regions A2 and A3 .
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.g003
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Let u and v be adjacent nodes of the current segmentation, and

let bu,v be the boundary separating them. From each cue described

above, we calculated the following features, which we concate-

nated into a single feature vector.

2.1 Pixel-level features. For u, v, and bu,v, we created a

histogram of 10 or 25 bins, and computed 3 or 9 approximate

quantiles by linear interpolation of the histogram bins. We also

included the number of pixels, the mean value and 3 central

moments. Additionally, we used the differences between the

central moments of u and v, and the Jensen-Shannon divergence

between their histograms.

2.2 Mid-level features. For natural image segmentation, we

added several mid-level features based on region orientation and

convex hulls. For orientation features, the orientation of each

region is estimated from the region’s second moment matrix. We

use the angle between the two regions, as well and the angles

between each region and a line segment connecting their

centroids, as features. For convex hull features, we calculated the

volume of the convex hull of each region, as well as for their union,

and used the ratios between these convex hulls volumes and the

volumes of the regions themselves as a measure of the convexity of

regions.

Results

1 Evaluation
Before we describe the main results of our paper, a discussion of

evaluation methods is warranted, since even the question of the

‘‘correct’’ evaluation method is the subject of active research.

The most commonly used method is boundary precision-recall

[4,7]. A test segmentation and a gold standard can be compared

by finding a one-to-one match between the pixels constituting their

segment boundaries. Then, matched pixels are defined as true

positives (TP), unmatched pixels in the automated segmentation

are false positives (FP), and unmatched pixels in the gold standard

are false negatives (FN). A measure of closeness to the gold

standard is then given by the precision and recall values, defined as

P~TP=(TPzFP) and R~TP=(TPzFN). The precision and

recall can be combined into a single score by the F-measure,

F~2PR=(PzR). A perfect segmentation has P~R~F~1.

The use of boundary precision-recall has deficiencies as a

segmentation metric, since small changes in boundary detection

can result in large topological differences between segmentations.

This is particularly problematic in neuronal EM images, where the

goal of segmentation is to elucidate the connectivity of extremely

long, thin segments that have tiny (and error-prone) branch points.

For such images, the number of mislabeled boundary pixels is

irrelevant compared to the precise location and topological impact

of the errors [9,10]. In what follows, we shall therefore focus on

region-based metrics, though we will show boundary PR results in

the context of natural images to compare to previous work.

The region evaluation measure of choice in the segmentation

literature has been the Rand index (RI) [23], which evaluates pairs

of points in a segmentation. For each pair of pixels, the automatic

and gold standard segmentations agree or disagree on whether the

pixels are in the same segment. RI is defined as the proportion of

point pairs for which the two segmentations agree. Small

differences along the boundary have little effect on RI, whereas

differences in topology have a large effect.

However, RI has several disadvantages, such as being sensitive

to rescaling and having a limited useful range [24]. An alternative

segmentation distance is the variation of information (VI) metric

[25], which is defined as a sum of the conditional entropies

between two segmentations:

VI(S,U)~H(SDU)zH(U DS), ð4Þ

where S is our candidate segmentation and U is our ground truth.

H(SDU) can be intuitively understood as the answer to the

question: ‘‘given the ground truth (U) label of a random voxel, how

much more information do we need to determine its label in the

candidate segmentation (S)?’’

VI overcomes all of the disadvantages of the Rand index and

has several other advantages, such as being a formal metric [25].

Although VI has been used for evaluating natural image

segmentations [4], its use in EM has been limited. In what

follows, we explore further the properties of VI as a measure of

segmentation quality and conclude that it is superior to the Rand

index for this task, especially in the context of neuronal images.

Like the Rand index, VI is sensitive to topological changes but

not to small variations in boundary changes, which is critical in

EM segmentation. Unlike RI, however, errors in VI scale linearly

in the size of the error whereas the RI scales quadratically. This

makes VI more directly comparable between volumes. In addition,

because RI is based on point pairs, and because the vast majority

of pairs are in disjoint regions, RI has a limited useful range very

near 1, and that range is different for each dataset. In contrast, VI

ranges between 0 and log (K), where K is the number of objects in

the image. Furthermore, due to its basis in information theory, it is

measured in bits, which makes it easily interpretable. For example,

a VI value of 1 means that on average, each neuron is split in 2

equally-sized fragments in the automatic segmentation (or vice-

versa). No such mapping exists between RI and a physical

intuition. Finally, because VI is a metric, differences in VI

correspond to our intuition about distances in Euclidean space,

Figure 4. Split VI plot for different learning or agglomeration
methods. Shaded areas correspond to mean + standard error of the
mean. ‘‘Best’’ segmentation is given by optimal agglomeration of
superpixels by comparing to the gold standard segmentation. This
point is not (0,0) because the superpixel boundaries do not exactly
correspond to those used to generate the gold standard. The standard
deviation of this point (n~8) is smaller than the marker denoting it.
Stars mark minimum VI (sum of false splits and false merges), circles
mark VI at threshold 0.5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.g004
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which allows easy comparison of VI distances between many

candidate segmentations.

VI is by its definition (Equation 4) broken down into an

oversegmentation/false-split term H(SDU) and an undersegmen-

tation/false-merge term H(U DS). To make this explicit, we

introduce in this work the split-VI plot of H(SDU) on the y-axis

against H(U DS) on the x-axis, which shows the tradeoff between

oversegmentation and undersegmentation in a manner similar to

boundary PR curves (see Figures 4 and 5). Since VI is the sum of

those two terms, isoclines in this plot are diagonal lines sloping

down. A slope of {1 corresponds to equal weighting of under-

and oversegmentation, while slopes of {a correspond to a

weighting of a of undersegmentation relative to oversegmentation.

Finding an optimal segmentation VI is thus as easy as finding a

tangent for a given curve. The split-VI plot is particularly suited to

agglomerative segmentation strategies: the merging of two

segments can only result in an arc towards the bottom-right of

the plot; false merges result in mostly rightward moves, while true

merges result in mostly downward moves.

In addition, each of the under- and oversegmentation terms can

be further broken down into its constituent errors. The over-

segmentation term of a VI distance is defined as

H(SDU)~{
P

u P(u)H(SDU~u). From this definition, we intro-

duce the VI breakdown plot, of H(SDU~u) against P(U~u) for

every value of u, and vice-versa. In Figure S1, we show how this

breakdown can be used to gain insight into the errors found in

automatic segmentations by identifying those segments that

contribute most to the VI.

In light of the utility of VI, our evaluation is based on VI,

particularly for EM data. For natural images, we also present

boundary precision-recall and other measures, to facilitate

comparison to past work. In addition to boundary PR values,

RI, and VI, we show values for the covering, a measure of overlap

between segments [4]. For each of these measures, we show results

for the optimal dataset scale (ODS), the optimal image scale (OIS),

and for the covering measure we also show the result of the best

value using any threshold of the segmentation (Best). For boundary

evaluation, we also report the average precision (AP), which is the

area under the PR curve.

2 Algorithms
We present in this paper the segmentation performance of

several agglomerative algorithms, defined below. As a baseline we

show results from agglomeration using only the mean boundary

probability between segments (‘‘mean’’).

For natural images, we also show the results when oriented

boundary maps are used (‘‘mean-orient’’), which is the algorithm

presented by Arbeláez et al. [4] and was shown in their work to

outfoperform previous agglomerative methods. (Our results vary

slightly from those of Arbeláez, due to implementation differences).

Our proposed method, using an actively-trained classifier and

agglomeration, is denoted as ‘‘agglo’’. For details, see Section 1 of

the Methods and Figure 3. Briefly, using a volume for which the

true segmentation is known, we start with an initial over-

segmentation, followed by an agglomeration step in which every

merge is checked against the true segmentation. True merges

proceed and are labeled as such, while false merges do not

proceed, but are labeled as false. This accumulates a training

dataset until the agglomeration matches the true segmentation. At

this point, a new agglomeration order is determined by training,

and the procedure is repeated a few times to obtain a large training

dataset, the statistics of which will match those encountered during

a test agglomeration.

A similar method, described by Jain et al. [6] is denoted as

‘‘lash’’ in Figures S2 and S3. In that work, merges proceed

regardless of whether they are true or false according to the

ground truth, and each merge is labeled by taking the sign of the

change in Rand index resulting from the merge. We used our own

implementation of LASH, using our own feature maps, to

compare only the performance of the learning strategies.

In order to show the effect of our agglomerative learning, we

also compare using a classifier trained on only the initial graph

before agglomeration (‘‘flat’’).

Figure 5. Evaluation of segmentation algorithms on BSDS500. Left: split-VI plot. Stars represent optimal VI (minimum sum of x and y axis),
circles represent VI at threshold p~0:5. Right: boundary precision-recall plot.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.g005
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3 Segmentation of FIBSEM Data
Our starting dataset was a 500|500|500 voxel isotropic

volume generated by focused ion beam milling of Drosophila

melanogaster larval neuropil, combined with scanning electron

microscope imaging of the milled surface [26]. This results in a

volume with 10 nm resolution in the x, y and z axes, in which cell

boundaries, mitochondria, and various other cellular components

appear dark (Figure 2). Relative to other EM modalities, such as

serial block face scanning EM (SBFSEM) [27] or serial section

transmission EM (ssTEM) [28,29], FIBSEM has a smaller field of

view, but yields isotropic resolution and can be used to reconstruct

important circuits. Recently published work has demonstrated a

28|28|56 volume imaged at 7|7|7 resolution [30], and the

latest volumes being imaged exceed 65|65|65 with 8 nm

isotropic voxels (C. Shan Xu and Harald Hess, pers. commun).

These dimensions are sufficient to capture biologically interesting

circuits in the Drosophila brain, such as multiple columns in the

medulla (part of the visual system) [31] or the entire antennal lobe

(involved in olfaction) [32].

To generate a gold standard segmentation, an initial segmen-

tation based on pixel intensity alone was manually proofread using

software specifically designed for this purpose (called Raveler) [2].

We then used the 8 probability maps described in Section 2 of the

Methods in a cross-validation scheme, training on one of the 8

volumes and testing on the remaining 7, for a total of 56

evaluations per training protocol (but only 8 for mean agglomer-

ation, which requires no training).

Compared with mean agglomeration or with a flat learning

strategy, our active agglomerative learning algorithm improved

segmentation performance modestly but significantly (Figure 4).

In addition, the agglomerative training appears to dramatically

improve the probability estimates from the classifier. If the

probability estimates from a classifier are accurate, then, under

reasonable assumptions, we expect the minimum VI to occur at or

near p~0:5. However, this is not what occurs after learning on the

flat graph: the minimum occurs much earlier, at p~0:28, after

which the VI starts climbing. In contrast, after agglomerative

learning, the minimum does indeed occur at p~0:51 (Figure 6a).

This suggests that agglomerative learning improves the classifier

probability estimates. Indeed, the minimum VI and the VI at

p~0:5 converge after 4 agglomerative learning epochs and stay

close for 19 epochs or more (Figure 6b). This accuracy can be

critical for downstream applications, such as estimating proof-

reading effort [33].

4 Segmentation of the SNEMI3D Challenge Data
Although we implemented our algorithm to work specifically on

isotropic data, we attempted to segment the publicly available

SNEMI3D challenge dataset (available at http://brainiac2.mit.

edu/SNEMI3D), a 6|6|30 resolution serial section scanning

EM (ssSEM) volume. For this, we used the provided boundary

probability maps of Ciresan et al. [34]. A fully 3D workflow,

including 3D watershed supervoxels, predictably did not impress

(adjusted Rand error 0.335, placed 3rd of 4 groups, 15th of 21

attempts). However, with just one modification (generating

watershed superpixels in each plane separately), running GALA

out of the box in 3D placed us in 1st place (as of this submission),

with an adjusted Rand error of 0.125. (Note: our group name in

the challenge is ‘‘FlyEM’’. To see individual submissions in

addition to group standings, it is necessary to register and log in.)

This demonstrates that the GALA framework is general enough to

learn simultaneous 2D segmentation and 3D linkage, despite its

focus on fully isotropic segmentation. We expect that the addition

of linkage-specific features would further improve GALA’s

performance in this regime.

5 Berkeley Segmentation Dataset
We also show the results of our algorithm on the Berkeley

Segmentation Dataset (BSDS500) [4], a standard natural image

segmentation dataset, and show a significant improvement over

the state of the art in agglomerative methods.

Our algorithm improves segmentation as measured by all the

above evaluation metrics (Table 1). At the optimal dataset scale

(ODS), our algorithm reduced the remaining error between

oriented mean agglomeration [4] and human-level segmentation

by at least 20% for all region metrics, including a reduction of

28% for VI. The improvement obtained by agglomerative

learning over flat learning is smaller than in EM data; we believe

this is due to the smaller range of scales found between superpixels

and segments in our natural images. Nevertheless, this slight

improvement demonstrates the advantage of our learning method:

by learning at all scales, the classifier achieves a better

segmentation since it can dynamically adjust how features are

interpreted based on the region size.

Figure 5a shows the split VI plot while Figure 5b shows the

boundary precision-recall curves. The results are similar in both

cases, with agglomerative learning outperforming all other

algorithms.

In Figure 7, we show the performance of our algorithm on each

test image compared to the algorithm in [4]. The majority of test

images show a better (i.e. lower) VI score.

Several example segmentations are shown in Figure 8. By

learning to combine multiple cues that have support on larger,

well-defined regions, we are able to successfully segment difficult

images even when the boundary maps are far from ideal.

Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented a method for learning agglomerative

segmentation. By performing agglomeration while comparing

with a ground truth, we learn to merge segments at all scales of

agglomeration. And, by guiding the agglomeration with the

previous best policy, we guarantee that the examples we learn

match those that will be encountered during a test agglomeration.

Indeed, the difference in behavior between agglomerative learning

and flat learning is immediately apparent and striking when

watching the agglomerations occur side by side (see Video S4).

LASH [6] is a similar approach to ours that has nonetheless

important conceptual differences. We use our gold standard

segmentation to guide agglomeration during learning – preventing

false merges – while they follow their current policy to completion,

and use the sign of the change in Rand index as the learning label.

A case can be made for either approach: in our case, we can train

merges and non-merges from correct segments of arbitrary size,

while LASH might diverge from the correct segmentation early on

and then essentially train on noisy segments. We have anecdotally

observed this advantage in play when we successfully used training

data from a 2503 voxel volume to segment a 5003 voxel test

volume. On the other hand, our own classifier might not get

suitable training data for the times it diverges from a correct

segmentation. Mixed training datasets from both strategies could

turn out to be the best approach, and we will explore this

possibility in future work.

Another difference is that Jain et al. only keep the training data

from the last training epoch, while we concatenate the data from

all epochs. In our experiments, we saw a significant improvement,

relative to LASH, in segmentation accuracy in natural image data
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(Figure S2). In EM data, the improvement was still present but

only at higher undersegmentation values (over-merging), with

LASH displaying a smaller advantage earlier in the agglomeration

(Figure S3).

Recent work also attempts to use machine learning to classify on

a merge hierarchy starting from watershed superpixels [17]. Liu

et al.’s method cleverly chooses the right watershed threshold

locally by learning directly on the merge tree nodes. However, the

algorithm uses a single hierarchy of watershed superpixels

obtained with different merge thresholds. This means that errors

in the original hierarchy cannot be corrected by the machine

learning approach, and watershed thresholding has been previ-

ously shown to give poor segmentation results [6]. Our method, in

contrast, updates the merge hierarchy after each training epoch,

potentially rectifying any prior errors. Liu et al.’s novel use of

merge potentials to dynamically find the optimal threshold in each

branch of the hierarchy, however, could be useful in the case of

GALA.

Bjoern Andres, Fred Hamprecht and colleagues have devoted

much effort to the use of graphical models to perform a one-shot

agglomeration of supervoxels [5,35–37]. Although they only learn

region merge probabilities at the base level of supervoxels, their

use of conditional random fields (CRFs) to find the most consistent

merge configuration is an advantage that our greedy, hierarchical

approach lacks. On the other hand, their approach has two

distinct disadvantages, in scalability and proofreadability.

First, the theoretical scalability of a global optimization is

limited, which could become a problem as volumes exceed the

teravoxel range. In contrast, GALA and other hierarchical

methods could theoretically be implemented in a Pregel-like

massively parallel graph framework [38], allowing the segmenta-

tion of extremely large volumes in time proportional to the

number of supervoxels.

Second, despite the significant progress of the last decade, the

accuracy of all currently available segmentation methods is orders

of magnitude too small for their output to be used directly without

human proofreading [2,39]. GALA operates locally, which makes

Figure 6. Agglomerative learning improves merge probability estimates during agglomeration. (Flat learning is equivalent to 0
agglomerative training epochs.) (a) VI as a function of threshold for mean, flat learning, and agglomerative learning (5 epochs). Stars indicate
minimum VI, circles indicate VI at p~0:5. (b) VI as a function of the number of training epochs. The improvement in minimum VI afforded by
agglomerative learning is minor (though significant), but the improvement at p~0:5 is much greater, and the minimum VI and VI at p~0:5 are very
close for 4 or more epochs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.g006

Table 1. Evaluation on BSDS500. Higher is better for all measures except VI, for which lower is better.

Algorithm Covering RI VI F-measure

ODS OIS Best ODS OIS ODS OIS ODS OIS AP

human 0.72 0.72 – 0.88 0.88 1.17 1.17 0.80 0.80 –

agglo 0.612 0.669 0.767 0.836 0.862 1.56 1.36 0.728 0.760 0.777

flat 0.608 0.658 0.753 0.830 0.859 1.63 1.42 0.726 0.760 0.776

oriented mean [4] 0.584 0.643 0.741 0.824 0.854 1.71 1.49 0.725 0.759 0.758

mean 0.540 0.597 0.694 0.791 0.834 1.80 1.63 0.643 0.666 0.689

ODS uses the optimal scale for the entire dataset while OIS uses the optimal scale for each image.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.t001
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proofreading possible because manually adding a cut or merge

only affects a few nearby predictions. Furthermore, proofreading

can occur on any of the scales represented by the hierarchy. In

contrast, because of the global optimization associated with the

CRF approach, adding human-determined constraints to the

supervoxel graph affects merge probabilities everywhere, resulting

in expensive re-computation and the possibility that already-

proofread areas need to be revisited.

A lot of the effort in connectomics focuses on the segmentation

of anisotropic serial-section EM volumes [16,40,41]. Much like

Liu et al., Vazquez-Reina et al. use watershed segmentations of

boundary probability maps at multiple thresholds on each

different plane of the serial-section stack. They then use a CRF

to link segments from consecutive sections at potentially different

watershed thresholds. Funke et al., in contrast, use a superpixel-less

approach to obtain simultaneous segmentation within planes and

linkage between planes [16]. Their within-plane segmentation

optimizes a segmentation energy term with smoothness con-

straints, which eliminates many of the weaknesses of watersheds.

Although the separation of segmentation and linkage between

sections is not necessary in isotropic datasets, these approaches

could inspire extensions of GALA specifically aimed at anisotropic

segmentation.

The feature space for agglomeration is also worthy of additional

exploration. For EM data, we included pixel probabilities of

boundary, cytoplasm, mitochondria, and glia. Classifier predic-

tions for synapses and vesicles might give further improvements

[42]. Additionally, we found that most errors in our EM data are

‘‘pinch’’ errors, in which a neuronal process is split at a very thin

channel. In these cases, features based on sums over voxels tend to

be weakly predictive, because the number of voxels between the

two segments is small. We are therefore actively exploring features

based on segment shape and geometry, which have indeed been

very useful in the work of Andres et al. discussed above [5,35–37].

Furthermore, we note that community-standard implementation

of features will aid in the comparison of different learning and

Figure 7. Comparison of oriented mean and actively learned
agglomeration. as measured by VI at the optimal dataset scale (ODS).
Each point represents one image. Numbered and colored points
correspond to the example images in Figure 8.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.g007

Figure 8. Example segmentations on natural images. Top row: Despite having a very noisy boundary map, using additional cues allows us to
segment the objects successfully. Middle row: Although there are many weak edges, region-based texture information helps give a correct
segmentation. Bottom row: A failure case, where the similar texture of elephants causes them to be merged even though a faint boundary exists
between them. For all rows, the VI ODS threshold was used. The rows correspond top to bottom to the points identified in Figure 7.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0071715.g008
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agglomeration algorithms, which are at present difficult to

evaluate because they are conflated with the feature computation.

A direct comparison of the segmentation performance of CRFs

and agglomerative methods, disentangled from feature maps,

would serve to advance the field.

A weakness of our method is its requirement for a full gold

standard segmentation for training. This data might not be easily

obtained, and indeed this has been a bottleneck in moving the

method ‘‘from benchside to bedside’’, so to speak. We are

therefore in the process of modifying the method to a semi-

supervised approach that would require far less training data to

achieve similar performance.

Finally, the field of neuronal reconstruction will depend on

segmentation algorithms that not only segment well, but point to

the probable location of errors. Although it requires further

improvements in speed, scalability, and usability, our method is a

first step in that direction.

Data and Code Availability
The source code for the Gala Python library can be found at:

https://github.com/janelia-flyem/gala.

The EM dataset presented here in this work can be
found at:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/janelia-free-data/Janelia-Drome-

larva-FIBSEM-segmentation-data.zip.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Illustration of the VI breakdown plot. (A) The

VI breakdown plot shows the conditional entropy of each segment

against the segment size (as a proportion of image size). Since the

VI is the sum of the products of these two numbers, the hyperbolae

are isoclines of contribution to the final VI. It is instantly obvious

that the VI is dominated by oversegmentation errors. (B)–(C)

Looking at the points with the highest contribution, we can

examine the kinds of errors we are making, to improve our

algorithm in the future. In this case, segment 18 from the gold

standard is split at a ‘‘pinch’’ in the neuronal process, and this is a

typical error among the others examined. (It is necessary to look at

several planes to determine that the two segments should be

connected).

(PDF)

Figure S2 LASH vs GALA performance on natural image
data. Note that this plot shows the performance of our own

implementation of the LASH learning protocol, using our own

features.

(TIF)

Figure S3 LASH vs GALA performance on our EM
dataset. Note that this plot shows the performance of our own

implementation of the LASH learning protocol, using our own

features.

(TIF)

Video S1 Agglomeration by classifiers trained using
GALA (left) or a flat learning protocol (right). It rapidly

becomes obvious that the GALA-trained classifier can confidently

merge regions of arbitrary size, while the flat-trained classifier

hesitates to continue merging once it encounters moderately-sized

regions.

(MP4)
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